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ABSTRACT
A numerical model for refraction of ocean swell by currents 
associated with a.warm core ring was developed and tested with synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) data. The wave field of the two SAR images (Seasat 
orbits 1232 and 1404) was measured using optical Fourier transforms. The 
wave refraction model produced rays by simultaneous, numerical 
integration of the Hamiltonian ray equations applied to a moving medium. 
Wave orthogonals were constructed from wavenumber vectors calculated at 
each incremental time step. The flow field used by the model to simulate 
a warm ring was a steady, circular jet, with the radial profile of 
tangential velocity composed of a power function joined to a Gaussian. 
Initial wave conditions for simulation of refraction by each SAR-imaged 
ring were determined from measurements outside the ring. No data were 
available from which to determine the current field of either SAR-imaged 
ring, so the current field input to the model was adjusted until the 
output wave field most nearly resembled the SAR observations. The 
relative location of wave convergence and divergence zones were as 
observed on the SAR images, and the relative energy density in crossed 
seas was correctly predicted. However, predicted patterns of wavelength 
variation (presuming that incident waves were uniform in wavelength) were 
not observed.
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WAVE REFRACTION BY WARM CORE RINGS
INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 1978, several images of a ground swath 
extending from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras were recorded by the Seasat 
synthetic aperture radar (acronym SAR, see Kovaly, 1976, for a general 
description of this instrument). In this region, warm core rings are 
often found as they migrate southward towards Cape Hatteras. One 
ring, labelled eddy "S" on NAVOCEANO frontal analysis maps, was 
identified by Lichy et al. (1981) on six SAR images by lighter tones 
and arcuate linear features suggestive of current shear. Two of these 
images were selected by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for 
digital processing to a resolution of 25 m. Ocean swell appears 
throughout the digital images of orbits 1232 and 1404, making them 
suitable for a study of refraction by surface currents. (See Vesecky 
et al., 1982, p. 3422 for a reproduction of image 1232.)
In the present study, a model was developed for wave refraction 
induced by currents associated with warm core rings. Wave conditions 
measured from the SAR imagery outside the warm core rings were used to 
initialize the model, which constructs rays and orthogonals by 
simultaneously integrating the ray equations for a moving medium. The 
simulated wave field was then compared to the wave field in and beyond 
the ring, as measured from the SAR imagery.
In the sections which follow, model development will first be 
explained. Then the process of measuring the wave field from imagery
2
3shall be described, and finally, predicted and observed wave fields 
will be compared.
LITERATURE REVIEW
To begin this discussion, the terms "ray" and "orthogonal" are 
distinguished. As defined by Kenyon (1971), rays are "paths traced 
out by points which move with the group velocity...". A ray, then, is 
the path of a wave group. On the other hand, an orthogonal is a curve 
which intersects crests at 90 degrees. In the absence of surface 
currents, rays and orthogonals are collinear. Where there are 
currents, however, rays and orthogonals generally diverge. The 
simplest example is that of a narrow beam of waves propagating from 
stationary water into a shear current at an incident angle of 90 
degrees; in this case, rays (the path of wave groups) bend at the 
boundary, while orthogonals remain straight. (The effects of 
diffraction are ignored in this example.)
Refraction of Orthogonals
Refraction of orthogonals by a one-dimensional shear current in 
deep water was first analyzed quantitatively by Johnson (1947). 
Applying Snell's law, he derived the following equation:
where <j> = angle of incidence, <f> = angle of refraction, U = current
speed, and CQ = initial phase speed (see Figure 1).
(1)
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7Using equation 1, Hayes (1977, 1980) developed a model for 
current-induced refraction of orthogonals, which was used to simulate 
refraction by the Gulf Stream near Marineland, Florida. Remote 
measurements of the wave field were taken from an aircraft with a 
laser profilometer and a SAR, while surface measurements were taken by 
a pitch-roll bouy. Initial wave conditions were estimated from deep 
water spectra predicted by the Spectral Ocean Wave Model (SOWM) of the 
U. S. Navy Fleet Numerical Weather Central. The SOWM spectrum was 
bimodal, as was the spectrum measured by the two airborne instruments 
at a deep water station located slightly shoreward of the western 
boundary of the Gulf Stream. Nearshore spectra, however, revealed 
only one peak. Orthogonal diagrams produced by the Hayes model showed 
one set of incident waves being reflected internally by the Gulf 
Stream at its western boundary; accordingly, total internal 
reflection was proposed as the mechanism responsible for the absence 
of one of the two spectral peaks nearshore.
In the application mentioned above, the Hayes model was used for 
refraction of initially parallel orthogonals by a one-dimensional, 
spatially varying shear current. In the case of a two-dimensional, 
spatially varying current (such as an eddy), the Hayes model is 
inappropriate. Instead, it is necessary to first calculate the 
trajectory of rays; then orthogonals can be interpolated from 
wavenumber vectors calculated at points along the rays.
Refraction of Rays
Refraction of rays by currents in deep water was discussed by
dx 3<i)
dt 3K
dK 3d)
—  = —  - -T -
dt 8x
Kenyon (1971), based on the wave theory of Landau and Lifshitz (1959). 
A comprehensive discussion may be found in LaBlond and Mysak (1978, 
p. 24-28). To determine rays, given initial location and wavenumber 
vector, one must simultaneously integrate the Hamiltonian ray 
equations for a moving medium:
(a)
(2)
00
where w =* w(K,x) =* frequency, and K = wavenumber vector. Equation 2a 
describes rays, paths traced by wave packets at group velocity. The 
change in the wavenumber vector with time is described by equation 2b. 
As waves are advected by a current, the frequency measured by a 
stationary observer remains constant:
0) = K • (CQ + ti)
= w  + K • U = constant (3)
o
where U(x) * current velocity, C0 = phase velocity with respect to the 
moving medium, and U)Q = frequency with respect to the moving medium.
(Here the subscript "o" refers to a frame of reference fixed to the
moving medium.) The quantity u>Q is given by
w0 = (gK)1/2 (4)
where g = gravitational acceleration constant. Therefore, (in tensor 
notation)
9where CgQ = group velocity with respect to the moving medium. Also,
dK. 3U.
a r - ' j h 1
J 1
describes changes in the wavenumber vector along the ray. Ray 
trajectories can be calculated by successive, simultaneous integration 
of the following two equations:
c
(Cg0i + IL) dt
(7)
C au.
 l
ki I “j 3x.
x. =
i
J
K. = - IK. dt
In summary, two important points for waves propagating through a 
current are:
1) In a homogeneous medium, frequency remains constant along a 
ray, as observed from a stationary frame.
2) At any point on the ray, the wavenumber vector is not, in 
general, parallel to the ray.
Current Field of a Warm Core Ring
Measurements of surface currents of warm rings are scarce.
Kitano (1975) reported a set of geomagnetic electrokinetograph (GEK) 
measurements, showing a maximum speed of 1 m/sec for a Kuroshio warm 
core ring. Andrews and Skully-Power (1976) reported a similar figure
10
of 1.8 m/sec, for a ring off the coast of East Australia, using 
geostrophic calculations from hydrographic data. Saunders (1971) 
reported a maximum speed of 1 m/sec for a Gulf Stream warm core ring, 
measured by moored current meters with a ring passing through the 
array.
A detailed set of measurements of surface currents of a warm core 
ring was reported by Stalcup et al. (1982). Using an acoustic Doppler 
current meter which operates continuously while the ship is underway, 
a profile of surface current (10 minute average over a depth interval 
of 5-28 m) was recorded for a series of transects, tracing out the 
shape of a five pointed star centered on the ring (Figure 2). The 
same ring was sampled twice, the first time when it was clearly 
separated from the Gulf Stream, the second time ten days later when it 
was contacting the Gulf Stream. When separated from the Gulf Stream, 
the current field was characterized by circular flow, with the radial 
profile of tangential velocity approximating a Gaussian curve. When 
contacting the Gulf Stream, however, circular symmetry was destroyed.
Although there are no current data available at the time of 
either satellite overpass examined here (21 September and 3 October), 
there are hydrographic, ship drift, and Seasat altimeter data for the 
same ring earlier in 1978 (27-30 May, see Cheney, 1978). Using these 
data, Gaborski (1980) calculated maximum current speeds on the order 
of 1 m/sec (Table 1).
Mathematical models describing the flow field of warm core rings 
have been developed by Csanady (1979) and Flierl (1979). Both are 
frictionless models, having a two layer fluid with the top layer (the
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TABLE 1
Table 1. Maximum current speed for eddy "S” in late May 
and early June, 1978 (from Gaborski, 1979).
Measurement technique Velocity
(cm/sec)
Ship drift. 105
STD dynamic height 60
Seasat altimeter/geoid 146
Seasat altimeter/GEOS mean 80
sea surface
f  LIBRARY
of the 
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eddy) in motion and the bottom layer stationary (Figure 3). The flow 
field is radially symmetric, having only tangential velocity (i.e. the 
radial velocity component equals zero). In their respective 
derivations, Csanady assumed geostrophic balance, but Flierl included 
the cyclostrophic term in the balance of radial acceleration:
fv = g f Csanady (1979)
(8)
„2
fv + 2L. = gt |5. Flierl (1979)
where v = v(r) = tangential velocity, r = radial coordinate, f = the 
Coriolis parameter, gf = reduced gravity (Flierl, 1979), and 
h = h(r) = depth of thermocline. Empirical evidence indicates that in 
the Sargasso Sea and the Gulf Stream, potential vorticity is uniformly 
constant (Stommel, 1965, p. 109). This assumption is basic to both 
models, and is not necessarily valid in other regions of the world. 
Also, Csanady and Flierl assumed that initial relative vorticity 
equals zero, yielding
3v v r fh rcn
37 + 7 + £ = h- C9)O
where ho = initial thermocline depth. Flierl derived separate 
differential equations for tangential velocity and depth of 
thermocline, each having as a single parameter the Rossby number,
£ = Vo/fR, where Vo = maximum tangential velocity and R = deformation 
radius = V g ’ ho/f. Using numerical methods, Flierl solved for v(r) and 
h(r), and plotted a series of profiles spanning the theoretical range 
of Rossby numbers (Figure 4).
15
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Figure 3. Two layer fluid simulating a warm core ring (after 
Csanady, 1979).
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current
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Figure 4. Velocity profiles of warm core rings for various values 
of the parameter e, the Rossby number, after Flierl (1979).
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Flierl's derivation, by inclusion of the cyclostrophic term in 
the dynamic equations, is the more precise; at higher values of the 
Rossby number, the cyclostrophic term is significant. Given surface 
radius and thermocline depth, the Flier1 model can be fit to any ring 
to predict, among other things, the radial velocity profile. There 
are, however, two drawbacks to using either model for the present 
application. The velocity profile is discontinuous at the ring edge 
and higher maximum current velocities are predicted than are observed 
(Flierl, 1979).
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF REFRACTION BY A WARM RING
A mathematical model for the propagation of wave rays through the 
current field of a warm core ring was developed which performs 
stepwise integration of the ray equations (eqs. 5 and 6), using a 
finite difference approximation. To run the model, initial wave 
conditions are specified, then the ray equations are integrated over 
time, yielding location coordinates and the wavenumber vedtor at each 
incremental time step. In the discussion below, the flow field used 
to simulate the warm core ring is described; then the algorithm for 
the numerical solution of the ray equations is detailed. The program 
is documented in Appendix I.
Flow Field
The circular field of surface flow used to simulate the warm ring 
is specified by the radial profile of tangential velocity. To 
approximate the range of profiles predicted by the Flierl model, a 
simple power function was used for the inner portion of the velocity 
profile:
v(r) = C2 rn r < (10)
where v(r) = current speed, Cz - scale factor for the amplitude of the 
velocity profile, n = constant chosen to produce the desired velocity 
profile, and tjU2 = radius of the junction point of the power and
18
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Gaussian functions, as described below.
Velocity profiles predicted by the Flierl model are discontinuous 
at the ring edge. To bridge the gap in the velocity profile between 
maximum velocity at the ring edge, and zero velocity outside the ring, 
a Gaussian curve was connected to the power function curve at the 
point where slopes are equal (Figure 5):
" f rj et
V cx
v(r) = C2 e
where Ci is the radial distance from the Gaussian peak at which v = 
vmax/e (see Appendix II for details of construction of the current 
velocity profile). The outermost ring of the current field (where 
r > rje^) will hereafter be called the frictional layer.
Integrating the Ray Equations
Initial wave conditions were then specified to permit solution of 
the ray equations. Group velocity, CgQ and current velocity, U were 
calculated, and the ray was advanced a distance of dt(lH-Cgo) where dt 
is a small time increment. Next, the partial derivatives, dUj/dx^, 
were evaluated and new values of and Ky were calculated from 
equation 7b. Then, U and CgQ were again calculated and the ray 
advanced a second time. This sequence was repeated until the ray 
propagated through the region of interest.
In addition to the finite difference method of evaluating the 
partial derivatives dUj/dx^, an analytical expression was derived 
specifically for the current field of a warm ring as defined above. 
This analytical expression (Appendix III) was first verified by
r > r. , jul (11)

current 
velocity 
v(r)
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comparison to results from the finite difference algorithm, and then 
incorporated into the model. Verification testing was done by 
comparison of numerical and analytical results. As dt approached 
zero, the numerical results approached the analytical results.
Verification of Model by Comparison To Analytical Solution
For the special case of a linearly increasing, one dimensional 
shear current, the ray equations have been integrated analytically by 
Kenyon (1971, see Appendix IV for a description of the solution). 
Figure 6 shows rays generated by this solution for various angles of 
incidence.
The analytical solution provides a standard for verification as 
well as for evaluation of errors attributable to numerical 
integration. Values of wavelength and propagation direction were 
computed by the numerical model and subtracted from analytical 
results, yielding the error attributable to numerical integration. 
Using initial wave conditions approximating values measured from SAR 
imagery, errors were calculated at incident angles of 10, 30, and 50 
degrees for a following current, and at 10, 50, and 90 degrees for an 
opposing current. At a time interval of 16 2/3 minutes, values of x, 
y, wavelength, and direction which were calculated numerically were 
compared to analytical results; this interval provided 3-5 error 
evaluations per incident angle. This entire process was carried out 
for grid rotations of -90, -60, -30, 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. 
Maximum errors are presented in Table 2. The magnitude of errors 
encountered here is an indication of errors attributable to numerical
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TABLE 2
Table 2. Maximum errors in calculation of wavelength and propagation 
direction attributable to numerical integration.
Current Distance of Location propagation Wavelength
direction ray travel error direction error (%)
(km) (km) error (degrees)
following 60 0.175 0.90- 1.2
opposing 50 0.138 0.28 0.5
At 30 degree intervals of grid rotation, errors were tallied 
for incident angles of 10, 30, and 50 degrees for a following 
current, and 10, 50, and 90 degrees for an opposing current. 
Errors were calculated at a time interval of 16 2/3 min.
Time increment (dt) was 10 seconds. Wavelength was 150 m.
26
integration which may be expected when using the model to simulate an 
actual warm core ring.
MEASURING THE WAVE FIELD FROM SAR IMAGERY
To measure the wave field of the two SAR images, optical Fourier 
transforms (OFTs) were produced from 1 cm square subimages taken from 
a rectangular grid superimposed on the SAR digital image.
Measurements of wavelength and direction were then made from the OFTs. 
The OFT method has been used for measurement of ocean waves from 
photographic as well as radar imagery (Barber, 1949; Stilwell, 1969; 
Kasevitch et al., 1971; Sheres, 1982).
There have been three ground truth tests of the Seasat SAR as a 
measuring device for wavelength and propagation direction of ocean 
swell. In the Gulf of Alaska Seasat experiment (Gonzalez et al., 
1979), OFTs from optically correlated imagery had spectral peaks that 
were corroborated by 1) one-dimensional spectra from an accelerometer 
aboard a NDBO (National Data Buoy Office) buoy, accurate to 15 per 
cent in wavelength, 2) two-dimensional spectra from a pitch-roll buoy, 
accurate to 10 degrees in direction and 20 per cent in wavelength, and 
3) two-dimensional spectra from an airborne SAR, accurate to 10 
degrees for direction and 10 m in wavelength. Likewise, in the DUCK-X 
experiment (Beal, 1981), OFT analysis of optically correlated imagery 
produced wavelength and direction measurements comparable to those 
from an airborne laser profilometer and from one-dimensional spectra 
generated by instrumentation at the Coastal Engineering Research 
Center (CERC) pier. The CERC pier instruments included two Baylor
27
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gauges, two Wave Rider buoys, and a capacitance wave staff. In the 
Joint Air-Sea Interaction experiment (JASIN), carried out off the 
coast of Scotland, Seasat SAR measurements of wavelength and direction 
were compared to corresponding measurements by wave rider and 
pitch-roll buoys (Vesecky et al., 1982). Results from all three of 
these experiments indicate that Seasat SAR wavelength measurements are 
within 12% of results from surface buoys. Direction of propagation 
has an average error of 15% compared to pitch-roll buoys; the 15% is 
due largely to imprecision of pitch-roll buoys in measuring direction 
(Vesecky et al., 1982).
There are two major sources of geometrical distortion present in 
SAR imagery examined here. Slant range distortion, which exists on 
all uncorrected radar imagery, is manifested by increasing scale 
rangeward from the near edge of the swath. Measurements of ground 
range, wavelength, and propagation direction were corrected for slant 
range distortion (explained below). Range walk distortion is caused 
by mapping a curved ground swath to a rectangular space. No 
correction was made for range walk distortion.
Slant Range Distortion
Measurements of ground range, wavelength, and propagation 
direction were corrected for slant range distortion in the following 
manner. All measurements were made initially as if the imagery was 
uniform in scale. Ground range was calculated using equation 5.1.1(6) 
of Wu et al. (1981). After computing the local range scale, 
wavelength and direction were corrected by recalculating the range
29
component of a vector proportional in length to wavelength and 
orthogonal to wave crests (hereafter referred to as an "orthogonal 
vector").
SAR digital imagery was provided as 14 cm square, panchromatic 
transparencies, covering a square 100 km long on the earth’s surface. 
There were two adjacent digital frames for orbit 1404, and one for 
1232. Azimuth scale was 1:638,300, but range scale varied from 
1:820,000 to 1:613,000, from near to far range respectively (Figure 
7a). Measurements of ground range, wavelength, and direction were 
made from digital imagery as if the scale were uniformly 1:638,300, 
then corrected for range scale distortion. At an image range of 12 
cm, azimuth scale and range scale are equal, so wavelength and 
direction are correct as is. However, ground range error is maximum 
here, as it accumulates with increasing ground range. Errors for 
ground range, wavelength, and direction, for a wave oriented at 15 
degrees with respect to range, are plotted in Figure 7c, d, and e.
(15 degrees was chosen as characteristic of wave direction on orbit 
1232.) Data for this plot were calculated using a method described in 
Appendix V, using equations from Wu et al. (1981).
To get information about wave conditions outside the ring for 
orbit 1232, it was necessary to examine optically correlated imagery, 
which extended from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras. (Digitally correlated 
imagery is more expensive to produce and was only available for a few 
select areas.) Optically correlated imagery was produced in four 
parallel subswaths, overlapping in the range dimension, at resolution 
of 40 m (Vesecky et al., 1982). A partial correction for slant range
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distortion was done in the course of optical correlation, in that 
scale in the center of each subswath was ajusted to 1:500,000. As 
before, a series of graphs illustrating slant range distortion for 
optically correlated imagery is presented in Figure 8. These data are 
calculated using orbital parameters (i.e. earth radius, satellite 
altitude, etc.) from orbit 974, at Cape Hatteras, but are typical of 
all optically correlated imagery.
Wave Measurements from SAR Imagery
The OFT technique was to measure wavelength and propagation 
direction from both optically and digitally correlated imagery. To 
produce an OFT, the beam from a coherent light source (5 mwatt He-Ne 
laser, model LS-05R, C.W. Radiation, Inc.) was projected through a I 
cm square SAR subimage. A positive lens downside of the SAR image 
converged the beam to a focal point at the OFT image plane. The 
optical train used is diagrammed in Figure 9. The OFT of a well 
defined field of ocean swell has a central bright spot (the central 
maximum) and two diametrically opposed spots of lesser brightness 
(first order maxima). Separation of first order maxima is inversely 
proportional to wavelength, and their angular orientation corresponds 
to wave direction.
To measure dominant wavelength and direction from the OFT, an 
enlarged (4X) image of the OFT was projected onto an azimuthal grid 
(polar coordinate graph paper), using a Bausch and Lomb zoom transfer 
scope (model ZT4-H, Rochester, N. Y.). First order maxima were 
identified by either of two methods. If there was a distinct point of
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OPTICAL TRAIN FOR OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORMS
10X f = 60 cm
microscope 7
^  ocular J ^
1 aoFR .-7^  cm j _ 1.8 m
L M t K  1 CAMERA
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Figure 9. Optical diagram of apparatus used to produce optical 
Fourier transforms.
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maximum optical density, it was selected. If not, the "center of 
mass" was estimated. Next, angular orientation of the first order 
maximum was determined from the azimuthal grid, and diametrical 
separation was measured to the nearest mm using a centimetre rule. To 
convert separation to wavelength, OFTs of Ronchi rulings (Edmond 
Scientific, Barrington, N.J.) with line spacings of 80, 100, 133, and 
200 lines per inch were used as calibration standards.
For orbit 1232, first order maxima were distinct enough so that 
dominant wavelength and direction could be measured on all OFTs. 
Direction was measured to the nearest degree, and wavelength to the 
nearest metre. To determine precision, ten measurements of wavelength 
and direction were made for three OFTs of various degrees of signal 
clarity, and standard error of the mean was calcluated. Standard 
errors were 1.0 degree and 1.9 m for direction and wavelength, 
respectively. After correction for slant range distortion, vectors 
proportional in length to wavelength and orthogonal to wave crests 
were plotted at their relative location on the SAR image.
For orbit 1404, first order maxima were broad and of poor 
contrast. (They were so obscure, in fact, that they were unsuitable 
for reproduction here.) Waves were unresolvable outside the ring on 
optically correlated imagery, and on the digital image there were 
large areas on the south frame for which waves were unresolvable.
OFTs were produced from subimages covering the entire north frame and 
most of the south frame. Propagation direction was then measured to 
the nearest 10 degrees. Wavelength was not measured. As before, 
precision was determined by making ten replicate measurements from
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three OFTs of varying degrees of signal clarity. Standard error of 
the mean was 6.0 degrees. (Since the standard deviation was less than 
10 degrees, the interval of measurement could have been smaller, 
perhaps 5 degrees.) Direction measurements were corrected for slant 
range distortion, and plotted.
Variability of Wave Clarity on SAR imagery
This problem arose during the process of determining initial wave 
conditions for the two simulations. Unfortunately, the incident 
wavefield (east 6f the ring) was'not included within either of the SAR 
images. Therefore, the incident wavefield had to be extrapolated from 
measurements at points north and south of the ring. For these 
measurements, it was necessary to examine optically correlated 
imagery. On orbit 1404, waves were unresolvable on optically 
correlated imagery, and poorly resolvable on the digital image, 
particularly on the southern frame. On orbit 1232, resolution was 
excellent throughout the digital image, but varied on the optical 
image. Immediately north and south of the ring, waves could not be 
detected on OFTs. North of the ring, the image is dark, almost black 
in places. South of the ring, however, the tone is not distinctly 
different from that within the ring, but the texture becomes 
increasingly mottled.
Vesecky et al. (1982) specify three requirements for resolution 
of ocean swell on SAR imagery:
1) Wavelength of sufficient magnitude to be resolved, a potential 
problem for waves traveling in the azimuth direction, where orbital
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motion degrades resolution. This did not appear to be the problem 
here, as waves were traveling within 30 degrees of range. Assuming 
there were indeed waves present, the wavelength and direction would 
(presumably) be roughly equal to other waves on the SAR swath, which 
were large enough to be resolved.
2) Significant wave height greater than approximately 1 m.
3) Winds capable of producing wavelets of 30 cm length, which are 
responsible for Bragg reflection of the radar beam.
According to Vesecky et al. (1982), dark areas on SAR imagery 
have been correlated to low wind speed. Such an area appears north of 
the ring, which suggests that, in this instance, low wind speed is 
inhibiting wave visibility.
South of the ring, where the mottling disappears, waves gradually 
become visible. The reason for gaps in wave resolution south of the 
ring is uncertain.
MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After initial debugging, the model was run through a series of 
tests designed to determine sensitivity to variables affecting the 
current velocity profile. After a few test runs of the model, it 
became apparent that refraction patterns resembled those of light rays 
refracted by a glass lens shaped like the velocity profile of the 
ring. This anal&gy was helpful both to conceptualize the model’s 
response to changes in input variables, and as a guide for directing 
incident rays during model testing. A wave ray diagram is most 
informative when the rays which are present are those from which all 
others can be interpolated. Such rays represent extremes in the 
refraction pattern. To generate extreme rays for analysis of model 
sensitivity, incident rays were directed toward points along the 
velocity profile (lens) corresponding to inflection points, the 
velocity maximum, and the point (just outside the ring) on the 
velocity profile where velocity = vmax/100.
Sensitivity Tests
A series of test runs was made to examine the response of the 
model to changes in four variables of interest:
1) shape of the inner portion of the velocity profile,
2) width of the frictional layer,
3) amplitude of the velocity profile, and
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4) wavelength of incident waves.
Each test is discussed in turn below.
The shape of the inner portion of the velocity profile is 
controlled by the exponent of the power function (n, eq. 10). In test 
runs, n was constrained to be greater than or equal to 1.0, in order 
to correspond to the Flierl model. As n approached the lower limit of 
its range, divergence of rays increased uniformly. Conversely, as the 
value of n increased, central rays on the left half of the ring 
converged while those on the right diverged slightly (Figure 10). The 
incident wavefield was restricted here to rays penetrating into the 
interior of the ring (hereafter called central rays), which were those 
most affected by this variable.
The width of the frictional layer is controlled by the constant 
Ci (see eq. 11). In Figure 11, only rays grazing the outer edges of 
the ring are shown, as they are most affected by this variable. These 
particular rays are important because on both sides of the ring they 
refract sharply to the left, crossing relatively straight rays and 
producing crossed seas. As the frictional layer narrows, the rays 
diverge into a wider angle. Rings with smaller frictional layers 
should thus have larger areas of crossed seas.
The third variable, C2, was the scale factor for the amplitude of 
the current velocity profile. This variable controlled the amount of 
deflection of all the rays in a uniform manner. A large value of C2 
resulted in relatively large curvature of individual rays (Figure 12). 
The opposite is also true.
The fourth variable, the magnitude of incident wavelength, was
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the only variable tested which was unrelated to the shape of the 
velocity profile. Like the previous variable, this variable 
controlled the amount of deflection of all the rays in a uniform 
manner. A large value of incident wavelength resulted in relatively 
small curvature of individual rays (Figure 13). Again, the opposite 
is true also.
Universal Features of the Predicted Refraction Pattern
In all ray diagrams, the most conspicuous and consistent feature 
was a pattern of'alternating zones of convergence and divergence 
located beyond the ring from left to right. (Note that ring locations 
are referred to here as if one is observing the ring from the 
direction of the wave source.)
It was also evident that rays penetrating into the central region 
of the ring tended to pass through the ring without being refracted 
sharply. Rays incident upon the ring at grazing angles, however, were 
refracted sharply to the left, crossing other relatively straight 
rays. After crossing, these rays formed an expanding "beam" of 
interfering rays. If the assumption is made that energy is conserved 
between rays, then energy of this beam decreases at a rate 
proportional to its angular divergence. Therefore, in crossed seas 
the relative energy of the component from the beam of interfering 
waves should be less than that of other rays, which have generally not 
diverged as much.
The change in wavelength was examined for five rays of equal 
initial wavelength as they propagated through the simulated ring
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(Figure 14). The general pattern is as follows: After entering the
following (opposing) current, the wavelength approaches a maximum 
(minimum) at the point of maximum current velocity, after which it 
approaches a local minimum (maximum) at the point nearest the ring 
center. As the ray exits the ring, wavelength increases (decreases) 
to a maximum (minimum) at the current velocity maximum and reverts to 
its initial wavelength outside the ring. Accordingly, a general 
hypothesis was formulated as follows. In region I of Figure 14b, 
where the water is stationary, the wavelength should be uniformly 
equal to that of the incident waves. In region II, where"-there is a 
component of current following the waves, the mean wavelength should 
be greater than that of region I. Conversely, in region III, where 
the current is opposing, mean wavelength should be less than that of 
region I.
It is interesting to note that the model predicts approximately 
equal wavelengths for the components of crossed seas (again assuming 
equality of initial wavelengths), as can be seen by comparing 
wavelengths at the point of intersection of rays 3 and 5, and rays 4 
and 5 of Figure 14a. For rays 3 and 5, the difference is 1.4 m; for 
rays 4 and 5 it is 1.6 m. In both cases, the difference is 
unresolvable by the measurement technique.
Overall, there are three testable hypotheses applicable to any 
warm ring: 1) There are alternating zones of crossed seas and
divergence behind the ring. 2) Assuming uniformity of incident 
wavelength, values of wavelength are as predicted by the model, and 
illustrated in Figure 14. 3) In crossed seas, the relative energy
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density is greater for rays which passed through the central portion 
of the ring or missed the ring entirely, than for those comprising the 
beam of interfering rays. This hypothesis can be tested assuming that 
the OFT of a SAR image is approximately a two-dimensional variance 
density spectrum (Vesecky et al., 1982). Accordingly, the brightness 
of the first order maxima is proportional to the energy density of the 
wave. Therefore, the relative energy density of each wave component 
of a bimodal OFT may be determined by ordering the brightness of first 
order maxima. (For this test, only monotonicity of brightness with 
energy density iS required, not strict proportionality.)
COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED WAVE FIELDS
Model Test For SAR Orbit 1232
Orbit 1232 was a good test case for the model because of 
excellent wave clarity (see OFTs in Figure 15 and corresponding 
orthogonal vectors, Figure 16). Also, there is no evidence of crossed 
seas in the incident wave field.
Setting initial conditions for the simulation—  Initial wave 
directions were extrapolated from measurements of the wave field well 
outside the ring. An apparent source of the waves was found by 
extending wave orthogonals, measured from two locations north and 
south of the ring, back to the point of intersection. In Figure 17, 
this apparent source is shown in relation to the Gulf Stream and a low 
pressure system. The Gulf Stream location was taken from a NAVOCEANO 
frontal analysis map (20 September 1978). The position of the low was 
taken from a map of cyclone tracks (U.S. Environmental Data Service, 
Climatological Data, National Summary for September, 1978). Swell of 
the wavelength measured (120 m) would travel the distance of the 
apparent source (620 km) in a time interval of 25 hours (at group 
velocity). The SAR image was made on 2300 EST, 20 September 1978. 
Consequently, the extrapolated time of generation was 2200 EST, 19 
September. At this time, the low was situated at the point indicated 
on the figure, making it a plausible source. The relative location 
suggests that the waves passed through the Gulf Stream before
50
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These vectors are proportional in length to wavelength and 
perpendicular to crests. Also, arcuate linear features from 
SAR image are included.
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impinging on the ring.
Wavelength measured outside the ring was 140 m, whereas inside 
and just behind the ring on both optically and digitally correlated 
imagery, mean wavelength was 120 m. The source of this 15% 
discrepancy may have been the measurement of wavelength north of the 
ring, which was based on a single OFT. The first order maxima on this 
single OFT (Figure 18) were dispersed radially, and the location of 
its "center of mass" was obscure. So, to comply with measurements 
within the ring, initial wavelength for the simulation run was set at 
120 m. ■*
Ring radius, as measured both from thermal infrared (Heat 
Capacity Mapping Mission satellite, 20 September. 1978) and SAR 
imagery (21 September 1978, 0400 GMT), was 65 km. There were no 
available data from which to determine the current velocity profile. 
Consequently, the three variables determining the shape of the profile 
(n of eq. 10, Cj of eq. 11, and C2 of eqs. 10 and 11), were adjusted 
until a best fit between the observed and predicted wave field was 
achieved. The best fit was determined by visual comparison of the 
SAR-observed wave field to a series of simulations. In the best 
fitting simulation, the maximum current velocity was 0.7 m/sec, and 
the frictional layer width was 15.1 km. See Figure 19 for comparison 
of predicted and observed orthogonal vectors and Figure 20 for 
predicted rays.
Hypotheses testing—  The simulated wave field was then compared 
in detail to the SAR-measured wave field. Three hypotheses were 
tested:
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1) The hypothesis of relative locations of convergence and 
divergence. A zone of divergence is present on the left side of the 
SAR image, as predicted by the model. A large region of crossed seas 
appears on the right side of the image both inside the ring and 
beyond. This area_of crossed seas is larger than predicted, and the 
apparent source of the beam of interfering rays is "lower" in the ring 
than predicted. Also, the angular divergence of rays passing through 
the central portion of the ring was greater than predicted.
2) The hypothesis regarding relative wave energy in crossed seas. 
As predicted, the component in crossed seas from the interfering beam 
had less energy than other rays in 14 cases out of 18 (Figure 21).
3) The last set of hypotheses was the prediction of wavelengths 
assuming that the incident wavefield was uniform in wavelength. Of 
four general hypotheses tested, only one passed; i.e. mean wavelength 
in region II (folowing currents) was larger than that of region I 
(131.2 m vs. 118.9 m). The model prediction that wavelengths were 
uniformly equal beyond the ring was not observed (standard deviation 
was 10 m, which is much larger than the standard deviation of the 
measurement technique). Mean wavelength in region III (opposing 
currents) was approximately equal to that of region I (116.9 m
vs. 118.9 m), rather than less as predicted. Finally, the prediction 
of equal wavelengths in crossed seas was not observed. In most cases, 
the component from the interfering beam had a significantly smaller 
wavelength than other rays (Figure 22).
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Model Test For SAR Orbit 1404 X
Compared with orbit 1232, orbit 1404 was a poor test case for two 
reasons: 1) wave resolution was poorfrand 2) there were crossed seas
in the incident wavefield, which introduced the problem of separating 
two interfering wave fields. Also, wavelength was not measured due to 
poor wave clarity of the image, so noipe of the wavelength hypotheses 
could be tested. Therefore, this image? was of limited use for testing 
the model.
Setting Initial Conditions for the Simulation—  For orbit 1404, 
the radius of the ring was determinedtby measuring both thermal 
infrared (N0AA-5 VHRR-IR image, 3 October 1978) and SAR images 
(3 October 1978, 0500 GMT). Data for (the incident wave field were 
limited to areas outside the ring on flie digital image. (Waves were 
unresolvable outside the ring on optically correlated imagery.) The 
dominant wave direction throughout thedmage was from the northeast. 
This corresponds roughly to the location of a low pressure system 
passing through the area (Figure 23). p^Southeast of the ring, and at 
locations within the ring, there were IQFTs indicating that in addition 
to the dominant wave direction from th© northeast, there were 
interfering waves from the southeast (QMgure 24). Under the 
assumption of continuity of ray directefeon, the two wave fields were 
separated by assigning to the secondaByevave field those waves from 
the southeast. thv
As with orbit 1232, there were no data from which to determine 
the current velocity profile, so it wa^adjusted until the best fit to 
the domminant SAR wavefield was achieved (see Figure 25 for comparison
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Climatological Data, National Summary for October, 1978.
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of orthogonal vectors, and Figure 26 for predicted ray diagram). For 
the best fitting simulation, maximum current velocity was 0.5 m/sec, 
and the frictional layer width was 15 km.
Comparison of Predicted and Observed Wave Fields—  Figure 24a 
shows the complete set of orthogonal vectors measured from SAR image 
1404. In Figure 24b, only the dominant wave field is shown, with 
contour lines delineating regions where wave propagation direction was 
less than 335 degrees. The two areas so described fall on the extreme 
left and right of the back half of the ring, corresponding roughly to 
predicted refraction of outer rays from the frictional layers on each 
edge of the ring (as seen in Figure 11). Nevertheless, there were no 
observations of crossed seas attributable to the dominant wavefield, 
as is predicted by the model. Consequently, the hypothesis regarding 
relative energy in crossed seas could not be tested.
Discussion
Both digital images were from water of sufficient depth to rule 
out significant refraction by shoaling (Figure 27). Waves begin to 
refract from shoaling when depth becomes less than half the wavelength 
(U.S.A. CERC, 1977). For orbit 1232, there was one data extraction 
point located in water of transitional depth (i.e. less than half the 
wavelength). At this particular location, wave crests were oriented 
parallel to the local isobath, so refraction by shoaling was nil. For 
orbit 1404, there were four data extraction points located in water of 
transitional depth. For each location, refraction due to shoaling was 
calculated according to Snell's law. Maximum deflection was 2.2
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degrees, which is well within the resolution of measurement.
Therefore, refraction due to shoaling may be neglected in analysis of 
results.
For orbit 1232, the model correctly predicted the relative 
location of convergence and divergence zones. There was, however, a 
larger area of crossed seas visible in the SAR image than predicted. 
Also, observed wavelength of rays (presumably) comprising the beam of 
interfering waves was uniformly less than that of other rays in 
crossed seas.
One plausible reason for this is dispersion of wavelength 
components in the beam of interfering rays. The sensitivity test of 
Figure 13 shows the (small) difference in refraction of 100 m waves 
vs. 140 m waves, the extreme wavelengths of a group composed of a band 
of wavelengths of 120 + 20 m (the approximate band of incident 
wavelengths observed for orbit 1232). Comparing Figures 13a and b, 
the difference in angular divergence of the interfering beam is 4 
degrees, the larger divergence corresponding to the smaller 
wavelength. Therefore, dispersion is to a small extent responsible 
for 1) a larger area of crossed seas than predicted, and for 2) 
smaller wavelengths at the left edge of the diverging beam.
Dispersion alone, however, is not large enough to fully account for 
either the larger areas of crossed seas or the inequality of 
wavelengths in crossed seas observed in the SAR imagery.
Another possible reason for a broader beam of interfering waves 
is diffraction. The combined effects of diffraction and dispersion 
might account for both the wider beam and the decreasing wavelengths
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on the left side.
Other hypotheses for larger areas of crossed seas than predicted 
by the model are 1) improper simulation of incident wave direction, 
and 2) failure of linear wave theory to accurately describe refraction 
beyond ray crossings.
Generally, the tests of hypotheses regarding wavelengths failed. 
These tests were based on an assumption of uniform incident 
wavelengths. It is not clear whether this assumption or the model is 
inappropriate. There was, however, an area south of the ring where 
several measurements of wavelength were made. Of eight measurements 
taken from an area roughly the same size of the ring, the standard 
deviation was 10%. Partly, this large value is due to poorer 
resolution on optically correlated imagery. Nevertheless, this 
suggests that the assumption of uniform incident waves may be 
inappropriate.
CONCLUSION
Results suggest that the model provides a reasonable first 
approximation of observed wave refraction. For orbit 1232, a good 
test case, the model accurately predicted the relative location of 
convergence and divergence zones. Also, the model correctly predicted 
the relative energy in crossed seas. The prediction of wavelengths, 
based on the assumption of uniform wavelength in the incident wave 
field, was generally not observed. Beyond the ring, where wavelengths 
were predicted to be uniform, they were not. Within the left half of 
the ring (in the northern hemisphere, viewed from the initial 
direction of the waves), where there is a following current, 
wavelengths were higher than elsewhere, as predicted. However, on the 
right half of the ring, where currents are opposing, wavelengths were 
equal to initial values, rather than less as predicted. Finally, in 
crossed seas, wavelength was smaller for waves which had grazed the 
right edge of the ring, than for rays which had passed through the 
central portion of the ring. The model predicted equal wavelengths in 
crossed seas.
For orbit 1404, the existence of interfering waves made it 
difficult to distinguish the dominant wavefield. This problem was 
further complicated by poor wave resolution throughout the image, 
which also made it impractical to measure wavelength. Contour plots 
of wave propagation direction indicated sharpest refraction at the
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ring edges, corresponding to predicted refraction of rays grazing the 
edges of the ring. Nevertheless, there was no unambiguous evidence of 
crossed seas attributable to the dominant wavefield. So, for this 
test case, only part of the predicted wave field was observed.
FURTHER TESTING OF THE MODEL
A more thorough test of the model for orbit 1232 would be 
possible if digitally processed images were produced on either side of 
the existing one. This would allow a more complete test of the 
hypothesized location of divergence and convergence zones. Also, 
orbit 1404 might yield more precise wave data if all-digital 
techniques were employed for measurement of wavelength antf direction.
In the future, when the next satellite-borne SAR is operating, 
ideal verification testing would involve numerous overpasses and 
simultaneous measurements of currents.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY
There are several potential applications of wave-current models 
for warm core rings. Given location of the rings determined from 
thermal infrared imagery, and incident wave conditions from existing 
deep ocean wave models, the relative distribution of wave energy in
the vicinity of warm rings could be determined from a model of wave
refraction by wafm core rings. In particular, such information on 
wave conditions is of potential use for:
1) optimum ship routing, where divergent areas could be selected
for calm passage;
2) the fishing industry, where trawlers and lobster fishermen 
could be forewarned of possible areas of heavy seas; and
3) the offshore oil industry, where construction, maintenance, 
and resupply of drilling platforms could be scheduled with a knowledge 
of high probability areas of heavy seas.
If the model presented here is indeed representative of nature, 
the convergence of wave energy on each side of the ring should result 
in locally rough seas. At times, the rays may be "focused" 
sufficiently to produce large pulses in the sea surface. Such waves, 
called "freak" ocean waves (see Draper, 1964) or rogue waves, result 
from instantaneous superposition of many wave components. These waves 
appear without warning and are potentiallly catastrophic for surface 
vessels. The focusing of rays by currents increases the probability
77
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of such an event.
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APPENDIX I
Wave Refraction Model
The wave refraction program was written for a Prime 750 system using 
FORTRAN 77. To run the program (RC.WVAP6.F77), the user must supply the 
following information, which is entered at the terminal during program 
execution:
1) time interval, dt in seconds (eq. 7).
2) time interval for printing data required for plotting orthogonal 
vectors, in seconds.
3) data set name for initial wave conditions. This data set must have a 
blank record after each initial wave condition record, where the program will 
write the number of orthogonal vectors for that particular ray.
4) output data set name. Here, the values of the location coordinates x 
and y (km), the wave direction in radians, and the wavelength (km) are 
printed.
An example of program input and output is given in this appendix, where 
the above 4 entries at the terminal are 1) 500, 2) 2000, 3) NVMAX.7 and 4) 
NVMAX.7.0UT. The plotted output is the ray diagram in Figure 12a, which is 
reproduced on the last page of this appendix.
After executing the wave refraction program, RC.WVAP6.F77, the program 
"LPL0T4.F77" is run in order to produce an orthogonal vector plot. In this 
example, interactive responses are 1) NVMAX.7, 2) NVMAX.7.OUT, 3) 10, and 4) 
2. The plotted output is the orthogonal vector diagram on the last page of 
this appendix.
APPENDIX I
In the following pages, listings are given for 1) RC.WVAP6.F77, 2) 
NVMAX.7, 3) NVMAX.7.OUT, 4) LPLOT4.F77. Finally, the orthogonal vector plot 
produced by LPLOT4.F77 is presented.
APPENDIX I
Wave Refraction Model 
FORTRAN program: RC.WVAP6.F77
* RC.WVAP6.F77
* RC = refraction by currents, W^warm core ring, V=vector plot
* A = analytical partials, P = power function
****** ** * *************************************** * *************** **** **********
* *
* WAVE REFRACTION BY CURRENTS *
re *
re ***************************************************************************** 
re re
* This program computes and plots trajectories of wave rays propagating * 
x through a current field that can be varied to suit the particular need. *
* Subroutine CURRENT can be rewritten to simulate the current *
* field of interest. Results are numerical solutions of the ray equations *
* (LaBlond and Mysak, 1978, equations 6.18 and 6.19a). *
* *
* This version is tailored to the current field of an idealized warm core *
* ring. The current is a circular counterclockwise jet, centered on a *
* rectangular grid. Radial velocity profile is a power function joined *
* to a Gaussian where slopes are equal. *
* c
* Plotting subroutines are for a Calcomp plotter. *
re *
* Output is either a wavelength vector print file, or a print file and plot. *
* Input file for initial wave conditions should have a blank record *
* following each wave record for writing NPOINTS.
re *
******************************************************************************
*
* Note: Predefined constants are in BLOCK DATA
*
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,NRAYS,NPOINTS 
CHARACTERS ANS 
CHARACTERS0 IDSN, ODSN
COMMON /K/ ONE,TWO,THREE,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,P0INT1 
COMMON /V/ X ,Y ,HALFGL,HALFPI,TW0PI,C1,C2,ARJET,
.RJU,GRJU,XP,UX,UY,U ,XI,Y1,R1,R11,R2,DUXDX,DUYDX,DUXDY,DUYDY 
*Set constants
DATA ZERO,HALF/ 0.0,0.5/
APPENDIX I
DATA Rl,R2/0.0,0.0/
DATA NINETY,ONEIGHTY,FOURFIFTY / 90.0,180.0,450.0/
DATA PI,G / 3.1415927,9.80168E-3/
HALFPI * PI / TWO 
THREEHALFPI =3.* HALFPI 
TWOPI = TW0*PI
* Input information for setting initial conditions
PRINT *,1 PLOT ?'
READ (*,'(A1)') ANS
PRINT*,'Enter time increment.1
READ*, DT
PRINT*,'Enter time interval for printing wavelength vectors.*
READ*, INC
PRINT*, 'Enter data set name for initial wave conditions.'
PRINT*, 'Note: leave blank records for NPOINTS*
READ (*,'(A30)')IDSN
PRINT*, 'Enter output data set name'
READ (*,'(A30)')0DSN 
OPEN (7,FILE=0DSN)
OPEN (8,FILE=IDSN)
READ (8,'(514)')NRAYS,GRIDLENGTH,ARJET,DELTAV,FIRSTV 
READ (8, ’ (6F6..4)' )RJU,GRJU,XP,C1,C2,FA 
AXLEN = GRIDLENGTH / DELTAV 
HALFGL=GRIDLENGTH/TW0
* If output is printfile, open output file. Otherwise skip to plot commands.
IF (ANS .EQ. 'Y') THEN 
CALL PLOTS(0,0,8)
CALL PL0T(1.0,1.0,-3)
CALL FACTOR(FA)
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,FIRSTV,'X ',-1,AXLEN,FIRSTV,FIRSTV,DELTAV)
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,AXLEN,'X',1,AXLEN,FIRSTV,FIRSTV,DELTAV)
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,FIRSTV,'Y*,1,AXLEN,90.0,FIRSTV,DELTAV)
CALL AXIS(AXLEN,FIRSTV,'Y ',-1,AXLEN,90.0,FIRSTV,DELTAV)
CALL SYMBOL(0.5,AXLEN,0.21,IDSN,0.0,30)
END IF
*
*Start loop 
*
******************************************************************************
*
DO 1 1=1,NRAYS 
T=ZER0
NPOINTS=ZERO 
*Read initial conditions
READ(8,'(4F6.2)') X,Y,P0,L0 
^Convert incident angle into radians with respect to xy space 
* (instead of NS space)
P = (FOURFIFTY - P0) / 0NEIGHTY * PI 
^Convert initial wavelength, L0, into wavenumber, K 
K = TWOPI / L0 
KX = K*C0S(P)
KY= K*SIN(P)
APPENDIX I
APLOT=X/DELTAV 
YPLOT=Y/DELTAV
IF (ANS .EQ. 'Y') CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,ITHREE)
*
******************************************************************************
*
*Start nested loop 
*
******************************************************************************
*
2 CONTINUE 
T=T+DT
* Calcluate xl,yl,rl,r2,U,Ux,Uy
CALL CURRENT 
*Calculate partial derivatives 
CALL PARTIALS 
^Calculate new K,Kx,Ky
KX = KX-(KX*DUXDX + KY*DUYDX)*DT 
KY = KY-(KX*DUXDY + KY*DUYDY)*DT 
K =SQRT(KX*KX + KY*KY)
^Calculate new wavelength, L 
L = TWOPI / K 
^Calculate new angle of incidence, P 
P=ATAN2(KY,KX)
PDEG=P/HALFPI*ONEIGHTY 
^Calculate celerity; C,Cx,Cy 
C = HALF*SQRT(G / K)
CX = C*COS(P)
CY - C*SIN(P)
^Advance ray one increment 
X = X + (CX+UX)*DT 
Y = Y + (CY+UY)*DT 
*Scale for plotting 
XPLOT=X/DELTAV 
YPLOT=Y/DELTAV 
*Print and/or plot
IF (MOD(T,INC) .LT. P0INT1) THEN 
NPOINTS=NPOINTS+IONE 
WRITE (7,'(4F12.5)1) X,Y,P,L 
END IF
IF (ANS .EQ. *Y 1) CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,ITWO) 
xIf ray is still within bounds, step again. Otherwise, start a new one.
IF ( (XPLOT .LE. AXLEN ) .AND. (YPLOT .LE. AXLEN) .AND.
(YPLOT .GT. ZERO ) .AND. (XPLOT .GT. ZERO ) ) GO TO 2
*
WRITE (8,'(13)*) NPOINTS 
i CONTINUE
*
******************************************************************************
*End both loops
APPENDIX I
X*****************************************************************************
x
IF (ANS .EQ. fY') CALL PL0T(0.0,0.0,999)
END
****************************************************************************** 
x x
SUBROUTINE CURRENT *
X X
* Calculates current velocity and direction for idealized warm ring *
* 1. Transform coordinates x,y, into xl,yl wrt axes centered on ring *
* 2. Calculate polar coordinates (Rl, Thetal) wrt centered axes *
* 3. Calculate distance to center of jet, R2-Rl-Rjet *
* 4. Radial velocity profile is used to calculate the magnitude of *
* tangential velocity. This profile is composed of a power *
K function, U(R11)=R11**XP, connected to a Gaussian curve at the *
* point where slopes are equal. *
* 5. Current direction is perpendicular to Thetal, Udir=Thetal-90 degrees. *
x *
X x
X***************************************************************************** 
X
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,NRAYS,NPOINTS 
COMMON /K/ ONE,TWO,THREE,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,POINT1 
COMMON /V/ X,Y,HALFGL,HALFPI,TWOPI,Cl,C2,ARJET,
.RJU,GRJU,XP,UX,UY,U ,XI,Y1,Rl,Rl1,R2,DUXDX,DUYDX,DUXDY,DUYDY
x
* First calculate xl,yl
a 1=X-ILALFGL
Yl=Y-HALFGL
* Next calculate polar coordinates, Rl, Thetal
Rl = SQRT(X1*X1 + Y1*Y1)
THETA1 = ATAN2(Y1 , XI)
* Calculate speed U at radius rl.
Rll = Rl/ARJET 
IF (Rll .LT. RJU) THEN 
U = C2*R11**XP 
ELSE
RJET = RJU+GRJU 
R2 = Rll-RJET 
Q = (R2/C1)**ITW0 
U - C2/ EXP(Q)
END IF
* Calculate current direction, Udir
UDIR = THETA1 - HALFPI
* Calculate current speed components
UX=U*COS(UDIR)
UY=U*SIN(UDIR)
RETURN
END
APPENDIX I
*
******************************************************************************
X
SUBROUTINE PARTIALS
* *
* X 
******************************************************************************
*
* Computes partial derivatives analytically
*
X
x ***************************************************************************** 
*
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,NRAYS,NPOINTS 
COMMON /K/ ONE,TWO,THREE,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,POINT1 
COMMON /V/ X,Y,HALFGL,HALFPI,TWOPI,C1,C2,ARJET,
.RJU,GRJU,XP,UX,UY,U ,XI,Y1,Rl,Rl1,R2,DUXDX,DUYDX,DUXDY,DUYDY
X
IF (Rll .LT. RJU) THEN 
RP = ABS(Rll)
X3 = Xl/ARJET
Y3 « Yl/ARJET
XPM1 = XP - ONE
RTXPM1 = RP ** XPM1
q = XPMl * RP**(XP-THREE)
X
DUXDX = C2/ARJET*X3*Y3*Q 
DUYDY = -DUXDX
DUYDX = -C2/ARJET * (X3*X3*Q + RTXPM1)
DUXDY = C2/ARJET * (Y3*Y3*Q + RTXPM1)
ELSE
UORl = U/Rl 
ONEORl = ONE/R1 
0NE0R12 = ONEORl*ONEORl
x
Ql = TWO*R2/(Cl*Cl*ARJET) 
q2 = Ql*ONEORl 
Q3 = Q2 + ONEORl2
x
DUXDX = -Xl*Yl*UORl*ONEORl*(Ql + ONEORl)
DUYDY = -DUXDX
DUXDY = -U0R1*(Y1*Y1*Q3 - ONE)
DUYDX = U0R1*(X1*X1*Q3 - ONE)
END IF
*
RETURN
END
*
*
*
******************************************************************************
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*Using a block data subprogram, predefine constants 
BLOCK DATA 
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,NRAYS,NPOINTS 
COMMON /K/ ONE,TWO,THREE,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE,POINTI 
DATA ONE,TWO,THREE,IONE,ITWO,ITHREE/ I.0,2.0,3.0,1,2,3/ 
DATA POINTI, SMALLINC/ 0.1,5.0E-5/
END
APPENDIX I
Input Data Set for Wave Refraction Model: NVMAX.7 
13 240 50 100 0
.9798 .04 1.9216 .2
45.71 40. .12
14
53.82 40. .12
14
bl .94 40. .12
15
69.01 40. .12
15
/l.01 40. .12
15
95.51 40. .12
14
120. 40. .12
14
144.5 40. .12
15
168.99 40. .12
15
170.99 40. .12
i5
178.06 40. .12
16
186.18 40. .12
15
194.29 40. .12
14
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Output Data Set for Wave Refraction Model: NVMAX.7.OUT
X Y P (radians) L (km)
45.71000 53.68204 1.57080 0.12000
45.71000 67.36407 1.57080 0.12000
45.70999 81.04608 1.57080 0.12000
45.70943 94.72836 1.57088 0.12000
45.70213 108.41313 1.57173 0.12003
45.66962 122.10297 i.57415 0.12005
45.60299 135.79193 1.57645 0.12003
45.51846 149.47568 1.57717 0.12000
45.43056 163.15756 1.57723 0.12000
45.34247 176.83932 1.57723 0.12000
45.25436 190.52109 1.57723 0.12000
45.16626 204.20285 1.57723 0.12000
45.07816 217.88461 1.57723 0.12000
44.99005 231.56638 1.57723 0.12000
53.82000 53.68204 1.57080* 0.12000
53.82000 67.36407 1.57080 0.12000
53.81936 81.04648 1.57089 0.12001
53.79829 94.74008 1.57365 0.12017
53.62115 108.49971 1.59081 0.12075
53.04776 122.33379 1.62543 0.12099
52.05302 136.09952 1.65257 0.12041
50.85973 149.75842 1.66029 0.12005
49.63048 163.38699 1.66089 0.12000
48.39935 177.01361 1.66090 U.1ZUUU
*+/ . 10*521 lyu.04UZ0 1.66090 0.12000
45.93/0/ 204.266/8 1.66090 0.12000
44./U593 217.89337 1.66090 0.12000
43.47479 231.51996 1.66090 0.12000
Ol.93999 53.68204 1.57080 0.12000
01.93986 67 .36415 1.5/082 0.12000
61.92513 81.05612 1.57275 0.12019
01.66940 94.89/84 1.59916 0.12199
60.47202 109.15138 1.68348 0.12481
57.94582 123.39835 1.78704 0.12380
54.46243 136.99994 1.84530 0.12090
50.65215 150.1906/ 1.8554/ 0.12008
46.80549 163.32443 1.85580 0.12004
42.95/96 176.45688 1.85580 0.12004
39.11043 189.58932 1.85580 0.12004
35.26289 202./2177 1.85580 0.12004
31.41536 215.85422 1.85580 0.12004
27.56/84 228.98666 1.85580 0.12004
23./2033 242.11911 1.85580 0.12004
09.00999 53.68204 1.57080 0.12000
69.00824 67.36533 1.57102 0.12003
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68.90454 81.12317 1.58186 0.12126
6/.96684 95.45337 1.65118 0.12677
05.56422 110.49776 1./5410 0.13017
02.01942 125.33041 1.536// U.12/31
d / .48U10 138.99112 1.93389 . 0.12181
52.48181 151.82620 1.94859 0.12020
47.42791 164.55139 1.94898 0.12015
^2.3/289 177.27454 1.94898 0.12015
57.31787 189.99768 1.94898 0.12015
52.26285 202.72083 1.94898 0.12015
z7.20/84 215.44397 1.94898 0.12015
Z2.15283 228.16711 1.94898 0.12015
17.09782 240.89026 1.94898 0.12015
/l.00998 53.68204 1.57080 u.12000
/l.00676 67.36644 1.57118 0.12006
/0.84/35 81.16727 1.58654 u.12189
69 .66743 95.69574 1.66272 0.12834
0/.19302 110.96657 1.74385 0.13138
04.01563 126.14252 1.820/0 0.12930
59.95027 140.23834 1.90476 0.12288
55.26431 153.26276 1.92756 0.12030
50.47466 166.09357 1.92838 0.12018
45.68225 178.91962 1.92838 0.12018
40.88983 191.74567 1.92838 U.12018
56.09741 204.57172 1.92838 0.12018
51.30499 217.39777 1.92838 0.12018
26.51257 230.22382 1.92838 0.12018
21.72015 243.04987 1.92838 0.12018
*5.50745 53.68350 1.57088 0.12004
95.27942 67.50967 1.57584 0.12244
94.17159 82.06987 1.56693 u.12590
93.73238 96.65088 1.53506 u. 12461
?4.14778 111.01987 1.50579 0.12362
95.23804 125.23392 1.47722 0.12327
96.94965 139.40689 1.44859 0.12376
99.38443 153.62756 1.41891 0.12485
102.75029 167.90161 1.38622 0.12623
106.36212 181.86469 1.38581 0.12154
108.96257 195.35944 1.38904 0.12004
111.43633 208.81757 1.38907 0.12002
113.90929 222.27557 1.38907 0.12002
116.38225 235.73358 1.3890/ 0.12002
119.98/26 53.68204 1.57060 U.12000
119.48746 67.36487 1.56106 0.11997
118.61453 81.06317 1.53523 U.11998
118.60794 94.75658 1.51569 0.11999
119.22137 108.42590 1.50358 0.12000
120.14896 122.07646 1.49939 0.12000
121.19812 135.71829 1.49474 0.12000
122.60500 149.33124 1.48222 0.12001
124.67076 162.87787 1.46228 0.12003
127.60736 176.30798 1.43649 0.12003
APPENDIX I
130.02222 
131.97864 
133.92529 
135.87195 
144.49741 
144.27200 
143.16925 
142.65857 
142.96637 
143.92264 
145.44400 
147.58118 
150.48911 
153.98477 
156.71072 
159.21906 
161.72455 
164.23004 
166.73553 
168.98996 
168.98672 
168.82974 
167.74103 
165.95877 
164.94000 
164.86963 
165.75400 
167.04138 
16/.29633 
166.88037 
166.39575 
165.91028 
165.42480 
164.93933 
170.98999 
170.98819 
170.88553 
170.00165 
168.10760 
166.63708 
166.13611 
166.59680 
167.27441 
166.81241 
165.62088 
164.34277 
163.06323 
161.78369 
160.50415 
178.06000 
178.05981 
178.04507
189.78665
203.32816
216.87100
230.41385
53.68055
67.22099
80.07558
92.93646
105.97064
119.09145
132.15826
145.02048
157.56583
170.01990
183.30862
196.76959
210.23236
223.69513
237.15790
53.68203 
67.36169 
80.92378 
93.67378
105.46529
117.32367
129.27545
141.12576
153.10434
166.14926
179.77856
193.46378
207.14969
220.83560
234.52151
53.68203 
67.36278 
80.96835 
93.93259
105.79402
117.47992
129.30475
141.08020
153.08804
166.10175
179.67532
193.31259
206.95090
220.58920
234.22751
53.68204 
67.36397 
81.03601
1.42817
1.42803
1.42803
1.42803 
1.57088 
1.57554 
1.56562 
1.53480 
1.50676 
1.47950 
1.45227 
1.42439 
1.39386 
1.38158 
1.38667
1.38679
1.38679
1.38679
1.38679
1.57080 
1.57118 
1.58609 
1.64899 
1.65858 
1.61008 
1.56145 
1.51303 
1.53814 
1.59596 
1.60607
1.60625
1.60625
1.60625
1.60625
1.57080 
1.57102 
1.58167 
1.64284 
1.68783 
1.64437 
1.59421 
1.54880 
1.58728 
1.65132 
1.66404
1.66434
1.66434
1.66434
1.66434
1.57080 
1.57082 
1.57275
0.12000  
0.12000  
0.12000  
0 .12000  
U.11996 
0.11767 
0.11455 
0.11574 
0.11672 
0.11715 
0.11677 
0.11583 
0.11469 
0.11753 
0.12015 
0 .12021  
0.12021  
0.12021  
0.12021  
0 .12000  
0.11994 
U.11814 
0.11164 
0.10914 
0.10986 
0.10981 
0.10902 
0.11268 
0.11892 
0.12019 
0 .12022  
0 .12022  
0.12022  
0 .12022  
0.12000  
0.11997 
0.11875 
0.11303 
0.10865 
0.10913 
0.10917 
0.10866 
0.11268 
0.11880 
0.12024 
0.12028 
0.12028 
0.12028
0.12028 
0 .12000  
0 .12000
0.11981
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177.79172 94
176.61301 107
174.19720 119
171.09198 130
167.83078 141
164.24536 152
159.56009 164
153.35406 175
146.23907 187
138.93466 198
131.62091 210
124.30711 221
116.99333 233
186.17999 53
186.17999 67
186.17929 81
186.15817 94
185.97879 108
185.35950 121
184.11011 135
182.28775 148
180.15057 161
177.93323 175
175.70926 188
173.48514 202
171.26102 215
169.03690 229
166.81277 242
194.28998 53
194.28998 67
194.28995 81
194.28937 94
194.28201 108
194.24924 122
194.18106 135
194.09329 149
194.00150 163
193.90945 176
193.81741 190
193.72537 204
193.63333 217
193.54129 231
54930 1.59882
42813 1.68183
34438 1.78025
61270 1.83730
72113 1.86832
88162 1.92683
19397 2.02601
65942 2.10755
21796 2.13210
80365 2.13381
39099 2.13383
97839 2.13383
56580 2.13383
68204 1.57080
36406 1.57080
04568 1.57089
71603 1.57365
31392 1.59126
76973 1.63241
12979 1.68286
51401 1.71942
97549 1.73248
47202 1.73403
97241 1.73407
47290 1.73407
97339 1.73407
47388 1.73407
97437 1.73407
68204 1.57080
36407 1.57080
04608 1.57080
72781 1.57088
40707 1.57173
08104 1.57418
75528 1.57662
43469 1.57744
11621 1.57752
79785 1.57752
47949 1.57752
16113 1.57752
84277 1.57752
52441 1.57752
0.11793
0.11345
0.10934
0.10770
0.10773
0.10950
0.11382
0.11838
0.12019
0.12036
0.12036
0.12036
0.12036
0.12000
0.12000
0.11999
0.11983
0.11918
0.11849
0.11859
0.11936
0.11991
0.12000
0.12001
0.12001
0.12001
0.12001
0.12001
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.11997
0.11995
0.11997
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
0.12000
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Program for Producing Plots of Orthogonal Vectors 
FORTRAN program: LPLOT4.F77 
Plotting Subroutines are for a Calcomp Plotter
* LPL0T4.F77
* Plots wavelength vectors from xydl files
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z)
INTEGER I,K ,IONE/I/,ITWO/2/,ITHREE/3/,NRAYS,NPOINTS,INT 
CHARACTER*1 ANS 
CHARACTER*30 IDSN,ODSN 
*Set constants
DATA ZERO,HALF/ 0.0,0.5/
* Input information for setting initial conditions
PRINT*, 'Enter input data set name'
READ (*,'(A30)')IDSN
PRINT*, 'Enter output data set name'
READ (*,'(A30)7)ODSN 
OPEN (7,FILE=0DSN)
OPEN (8,FILE=IDSN)
PRINT*,'Enter factor for vector length.*
READ*,VL
PRINT*,'Enter plotting interval.*
READ*,INT
READ (8,'(5I4)')NRAYS,GRIDLENGTH,ARJET,DELTAV,FIRSTV 
READ (8,'(6F6.4)*)RJU,GRJU,XP,C1,C2,FA 
AXLEN = GRIDLENGTH / DELTAV
* Initialize plotter
CALL PLOTS(0,0,8)
CALL PLOT(l.0,1.0,-3)
CALL FACTOR(FA)
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,FIRSTV,'X',-I,AXLEN,FIRSTV,FIRSTV,DELTAV) 
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,AXLEN,1X ',1,AXLEN,FIRSTV,FIRSTV,DELTAV) 
CALL AXIS(FIRSTV,FIRSTV,'Y',1,AXLEN,90.0,FIRSTV,DELTAV) 
CALL AXIS(AXLEN,FIRSTV,'Y*,-1,AXLEN,90.0,FIRSTV,DELTAV) 
CALL SYMB0L(0.5,AXLEN,0.21,IDSN,0.0,30)
*Start loop
DO 1 1=1,NRAYS 
READ(8,'(4F6.2)') X,Y,P0,L0 
READ (8,'(13)') NP0INTS 
DO 2 K=1,NP0INTS 
READ (7,'(4F12.5)') X,Y,P,L 
IF (MOD(K,INT) .LT. 0.1) THEN 
DX=VL*C0S(P)
DY=VL*SIN(P)
XI=(X-DX)/DELTAV 
Y1=(Y-DY)/DELTAV 
X2=(X+DX)/DELTAV
APPENDIX I
Y2=(Y+DY)/DELTAV 
CALL PLOT(XI,Y1,ITHREE) 
CALL PLOT(X2,Y2,ITWO) 
END IF 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,999)
END
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APPENDIX II
CURVE FITTING FOR THE VELOCITY PROFILE
Introduction
The radial profile of tangential velocity of a warm core ring used in the 
model is composed of a power function connected to a Gaussian at the point of 
equal slopes. The following is a description of a method of establishing the 
necessary parameters.
First the Gaussian curve and the junction point are selected; then the 
parameters of the power function are calculated. The method is described in 
detail below.
i Establishing parameters for the Gaussian function.
1.1 Select width of Gaussian
This is done by specifying the value of the constant Cl, which is the 
radial distance (km) from the Gaussian peak at which the current velocity, 
v = vmax/e (see eq. 14). Note that the Gaussian peak is the point of 
maximum velocity (Figure 6).
1.2 Select approximate radius (km) of maximum current velocity, ARjet.
1.3 Calculate the parameter Cll = Cl/ARjet
1.4 Determine the point on the Gaussian curve to be the junction point of 
the two curves, and the slope at this point. There are two methods to do 
this.
1.4.1 Method 1: Select junction point, then calculate slope.
1.4.1.1 Specify the radial distance (km) of the junction point from 
the Gaussian peak (GRjul).
1.4.1.2 Calculate the parameter GRju = GRjul/ARjet
1.4.1.3 Calculate current velocity, v(r), and slope, dv/dr, at the 
junction point by evaluating the following equations for r = GRju. 
Here, rg = r - rjet.
2
-(rg/Cl)
v(r) = e
2
dv/dr = -2 (rg/Cl ) v(r)
1.4.2 Method 2: Select the slope, then calculate the junction point.
1.4.2.1 Specify the slope of the junction point. (This selection 
determines the resulting power function.)
1.4.2.2 Enter slope and Cll into the computer program GSLO.F77 
(listed in section 5), which calculates the value of GRju.
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1.4.3 Calculate velocity at the junction point, by evaluating the 
following equation for r = GRju. Again, rg = r - rjet.
2
-(rg/Cl)
v(r) = e
2 Calculate the parameters for the power function
using the computer program, FPOW.F77 (listed in section 4).
2.1 Specify velocity and slope at the junction point.
Z.2 Program calculates the exponent of the power function (n), and the 
quantity Rju, which' is equal to the radial coordinate of the junction 
point, Rjul, divided by ARJET.
Rju = Rjul/ARjet
3 Scaling the profile
The parameter C2, the velocity attenuation constant, is then chosen, 
which sets the value of the maximum current velocity. At this point, the 
profile is fully described by the parameters ARjet, Cl, C2, Rju, GRju, and n.
Some parameters of interest are:
1) The exact radius of the current velocity maximum is Rjet =(Rju 
+ GRju) * ARjet.
2) The frictional layer width (Rfl) of the ring is defined here as 
the distance between the velocity maximum and the the point for which 
the velocity = vmax/10, which is equal to 1.5 * Cll * ARjet.
3) The radius of the ring, defined as the radial coordinate where 
v = vmax/10, is the sum of Rjet and Rfl.
4) The radial coordinate of the junction point of the two 
functions is equal to Rjul.
4 Computer program listings (see following pages)
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FORTRAN program: GSLO.F77
* GSLO.F77
* G = Gaussian, SLO * slope
* Given Cll value and slope, solve iteratively for GRju,
* which is the radial distance from the jet center where the
* Gaussian curve and power function curve join.
* Cll is e fold attenuation distance/approx. radius of jet
* i.e. Cll « Cl/ARJET
IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
INTEGER ITWO 
0NE=1.0 
TW0=2.0 
ITWO = 2 
F = 0.7092
PRINT*,’Enter Cll.'
READ*, Cll
PRINT*,’Enter slope.'
READ*, S
PRINT*,'Enter acceptable error for slope’
READ*, TOL
MT0L=-T0L
RL=0.0 
RH=K*C11
SL = 2.0* RL/(C11*C11*EXP((RL/C11)**ITW0))
SH = 2.0* RH/(C11*C11*EXP((RH/C11)**ITW0))
1 RI=(RH+RL)/TWO
SI * 2.0* RI/(C11*C11*EXP((RI/C11)**ITW0))
IF ((S-SI) .GT. TOL) THEN 
RL=RI
ELSE IF ( (S-SI) .LT. MTOL ) THEN 
RH=RI 
ELSE
PRINT*,RI,SI 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
PRINT*,RI,SI 
GO TO 1
2 CONTINUE 
END
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FORTRAN program: FPOW.F77
* F.POW.F77
* F=function, POW=power
* Given Y value and slope, solves iteratively for x and n of power
* function Y=x**n
IMPLICIT REAL (L-N)
0NE=1.0 
TW0=2.0
x
PRINT*,’Enter Y.'
READ*, Y
PRINT*,'Enter slope.'
READ*, S
PRINT*,'Enter acceptable error for slope*
READ*, TOL 
MT0L=-T0L
X
N=0.0 
NL=0.1 
NH=10.0
it
L0GY=L0G(Y)
it
XL=EXP( LOGY/NL )
XH=EXP( LOGY/NH )
X
SL=»NL*XL** ( NL-ONE )
SH=NH*XH**( NH-ONE )
*
1 NI=(NH+NL)/TWO 
XI=EXP( LOGY/NI )
SI=NI*XI**( NI-ONE )
x
IF ((S-SI) .GT. TOL) THEN 
NL=NI 
XL=XI 
SL=SI
ELSE IF ( (S-SI) .LT. MTOL ) THEN 
NH=NI 
XH=XI 
SH=SI 
ELSE
PRINT*,XI,NI,SI 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
N=N+ONE
PRINT*,XI,NI,SI 
GO TO 1 
Z CONTINUE 
END
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Analytical Expressions for Partial Derivatives
The following are analytical expressions for evaluating the 
partial derivatives, dUj/dxi, for the current field of a 
warm core ring as described in section 4.2. Since the 
current field is described by the radial profile of 
tangential velocity, which is composed of 
a power function connected to a Gaussian, 
there are two solutions depending on the radial 
coordinate of the point in question.
The radial coordinate of the junction point of the 
two functions, Rjul, was defined in Appendix 2.
I. For the power function, v(r) = C2 r ;(see eq. 10)
A. dUx/dx = C2 x y (n-1) r
(n-3)
B. dUy/dy = - C2 x y (n-1) r^1 ^
C. dUx/dy = C2 {y2 (n-1) r^n ^  + r^n ^ }
D. dUy/dx - “ C2 (x2 (n-1) r^  ^ + r^ ^
where r, x, and y are spatial coordinates based on 
Cartesian axes centered on ring.
2
“(rg/Cl)
II. For the Gaussian function, v(r) = C2 e ; (see eq. 11)
2
“(rg/Cl) 2 2 2 2 
/r) (-2 y rg/(r Cl ) - y /r + 1)A. dUx/dy = (C2 e
2
-(rg/Cl) 2 2 2 2 
/r) ( 2 x rg/(r Cl ) + x /r - 1)B. dUy/dx = (C2 e
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2
-(rg/Cl) 2 2
D. dUx /dx = (C2 x y e / r )(-2 rg/ Cl - 1/r)
2
-(rg/Cl) 2 2
E. dUy /dy = (C2 x y e )/ r ( 2 rg/ Cl + 1/r)
where rg = distance from Gaussian peak = Rjet - r,
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APPENDIX V
CORRECTION FOR SLANT RANGE DISTORTION
The following outline describes the procedure for correcting measurements of 
ground range, wavelength and direction for slant range distortion, for 
digitally correlated Seasat SAR imagery. Raw values were measured under the 
assumption of uniform scale equal to that of the azimuth dimension, in this 
case 1:638,300. The data to be "read in", such as earth radius, altitude, 
etc., were taken from the Auxilary Data Listing, which was supplied with 
optically correlated imagery by J.P.L.
1 Calculate corrected ground range.
1.1 Calculate ground range of near edge of subswath
1.1.1 Read:
1.1.1.1 slant range of swath edge, re (km)
1.1.1.2 altitude, H (km)
1.1.1.3 radius of earth, Re (km)
1.1.2 Calculate: '■
1.1.2.1 incidence angle of radar beam, A (radians), using 5.1.1(4) 
from Wu et al. (1981).
1.1.2.2 ground range of swath edge, Xe (km), using 5.1.1(6) from Wu 
et al. (1981) .
1.2 Calculate ground range of any point on image
1.2.1 Read image range from near edge of subswath, x (cm)
1.2.2 Calulate slant range scale, dr/dx
1.2.2.1 Read slant range at 4 points across image Extrapolate the 
fifth point, which is the slant range at the far edge of the 
satellite ground swath. Difference in slant range of near and far 
edges of image = dr.
1.2.2.2 Measure width of the image, dx.
1.2.2.3 slant range scale = dr/dx
1.2.3 Calculate:
1.2.3.1 slant range, r (km) Note: r=x*dr/dx+re
1.2.3.2 incidence angle of radar beam, A (radians), using 5.1.1(4) 
from Wu e_t al. (1981).
1.2.3.3 ground range, X, using 5.1.1(6) from Wu et al. (1981).
1.2.3.4 ground range to near edge of swath, X-Xe. This value can be 
compared to the uncorrected value.
2 Calculate corrected values of wavelength and direction
2.1 Calculate components of wavelength "vector"
2.1.1 Read measured values of wavelength and direction, L (m), and D
(degrees)
2.1.2 Convert direction, D, into radians, A, with respect to azimuth.
2.1.3 Calculate azimuth and range components of wavelength, Lx and Ly
respectively, using scale equal to that of azimuth.
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2.2 Recalculate range component of wavelength
2.2.1 Enter image range from near edge of subswath, xs, for the sampling 
area of interest.
2.2.2 Calculate ground range from near edge of subswath, Xs
2.2.3 Calculate exact range scale for sampling location
2.2.3.1 Calculate dr/dX using 5.1.1(3) from Wu et al. (1981).
2.2.3.2 Calculate range scale dx/dX=dr/dX* dx/dr.
2.2.4 Calculate corrected azimuth component of wavelength, Ly= 
dX/dx*l/638,300
2.3 Calculate corrected wavelength and direction
2.3.1 Calculate new L and A. Note: L=(Lx**2+Ly**2)**l/2. Also A=arc 
tan(Ly/Lx)
2.3.2 Convert A to D
2.3.3 New values can now be compared to uncorrected values calculated 
using a uniform scale of 1/638,300
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